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In the Space Syntax community, the standard tool for computing all kinds of
spatial graph network measures is depthmapX (Turner, 2004; Varoudis, 2012).
The process of evaluating many design variants of networks is relatively
complicated, since they need to be drawn in a separated CAD system, exported
and imported in depthmapX via dxf file format. This procedure disables a
continuous integration into a design process. Furthermore, the standalone
character of depthmapX makes it impossible to use its network centrality
calculation for optimization processes. To overcome this limitations, we present
in this paper the first steps of experimenting with a Grasshopper component
(reference omitted until final version) that can access the functions of depthmapX
and integrate them into Grasshopper/Rhino3D. Here the component is
implemented in a way that it can be used directly for an evolutionary algorithm
(EA) implemented in a Python scripting component in Grasshopper.
Keywords: Space Syntax, Evolutionary Algorithm, Grasshopper, Python,
DepthmapX, Optimization
CONCEPT
The guiding principle behind the presented network
optimization is that if we understand the idea of var-
ious centrality measures, we can apply it for a back-
casting approach. The main idea of backcasting is
thatwedeﬁne a certain goal in thebeginning and ask
what actions must be taken to get there. In our con-
text this means that we deﬁne the requested central-
ity for certain areas or streets in a city and the corre-
sponding street network or a new part of it is com-
puted. To achieve this, we implement an EA to ﬁnd
automatically the optimal street network for a certain
goal. The EA concept follows an approach presented
by Koenig, Treyer, and Schmitt (2013).
According to Weber, Müller, Wonka, and Gross
(2009), the synthesis of urban structures consists of a
sequence of several processes: the creation of a road
network, the deﬁnition of land use and parcelling,
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and building placement. We focus in the follow-
ing on the ﬁrst step. Systems have been developed
for the procedural creation of road networks based
on L-systems (Parish & Müller, 2001). In particular,
the system CityEngine by ESRI facilitates the three-
dimensional, rule-based modelling of cities and ur-
ban structures to the level of building details (Gool et
al., 2006; Weber et al., 2009). In all these examples,
the rules for the creation of an urban design solution
have tobe speciﬁedapriori indetail. The rulesof gen-
erative or procedural algorithms are also very techni-
cal, abstract and not related to a planning problem.
More importantly, they are not combined seamlessly
with evaluation models and optimization methods.
With thesemethods we therefore "have amodel that
can generate designs but has no means of establish-
ing whether those designs are any good" (Radford &
Gero, 1988, p. 20).
To achievemore advanced andmoremeaningful
street network synthesis, we therefore need to ﬁnd a
representation that is able to create realistic network
and can incorporate a performancemeasures (objec-
tive functions) that can be deﬁnedby a designer. This
information shouldmake it possible for the synthesis
system to generate a correspondingly large amount
of possible design solutions.
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION
The basic technique we use for synthesizing geome-
try is evolutionary algorithms (EA) due to their ﬂexi-
bility with regard to problem representation as well
as their robustness. This allows us to ﬂexibly experi-
mentwith howwe technically encode a design prob-
lem in the knowledge that the EA still work in an ac-
ceptable way even if we have a poor technical im-
plementation. EA can be applied on various scales
(Coates & Derix, 2008; Derix, 2009), for example to
synthesize layout design (Koenig & Knecht, 2014),
building volume arrangement (Koenig, 2015), urban
district planning (Knecht & Koenig, 2012), or net-
work development (Koenig et al., 2013; Schaﬀranek
& Vasku, 2013). The EA may be supplemented by a
number of local search strategies in order to optimize
its calculation speed (Koenig & Schneider, 2012).
During the computer-supported design process,
planners obtain immediate feedback in the form of
at least one design solution that fulﬁll the formu-
lated design requirements as well as possible. The
presented system for synthesizing designs oﬀers the
possibility to experiment with various restrictions
and objectives for a street network design. This is
an important feature since the deﬁnition of a design
problemcanbe considered as amain step towards its
solution (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The experimental Grasshopper component for net-
work analysis (reference omitted until ﬁnal version)
accesses depthmapX via a remote network call.
Therefore, you need to run depthmapX (currently
depthmapXnet 0.30) in the background. The com-
ponent is designed for being used directly as a
(real-time parametric solver) network analyzer and
adapted here as ﬁtness function in the EA for the pur-
pose of the workshop. In principle can be used inde-
pendently of the optimization if we send input data
to it and receive the results from it by using a custom
Python script as shown in Figure 1 on the left. On
the right side of Figure 1 the results of an exemplary
network analysis are shown. The advantage of using
the depthmapXGrasshopper component is that if we
manipulate the street network in Rhino and the cen-
trality measures are immediately updated. So far it is
possible to use an axialmap representation and steps
as distance measures. This means it is not useful to
submit street segments and distances are computed
in steps to arrive fromoneplace to theother, whereas
to pass an axial line is counted as one step. Other op-
tions may follow in next versions of the component.
The code in the Python component (Figure 1) to
read the results from the depthmapX Grasshopper
component (dX_acial_Fnc in Figure 1) is the follow-
ing:
import rhinoscriptsyntax as rs
lines = []
print(len(mylines))
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Figure 1
Figure 1. Left: The
new network
analysis component
(dX_acial_Fnc)
connecting to
depthmapX and the
Python script
component to
control it. Right:
Result of the
network analysis
showing global
Integration for an
area in the city of
London. Red
represents high and
green low values.
for i in range(len(mylines)):
lines.append(mylines[i])
rad_list = "R, -1"#, 10"
do_choice = 1
results = fkt(lines, rad_list,
,! do_choice)
spRS = results.splitlines()
str2d = []
for i in range(len(spRS)):
str2d.append(spRS[i].split(','))
place = -1
for i in range(len(str2d[0])):
#if str2d[0][i] == "Integration [
,! HH] R10":
#if str2d[0][i] == "Integration [
,! HH]":
if str2d[0][i] == "Choice [Line
,! Length Wgt]":
place = i
print(place)
out = []
for i in range(len(str2d)):
out.append(str2d[i][place])
strout = ",".join(out)
results = strout
The parameter rad_list allows to deﬁne the radiuses
that shall be analyzed. The results from depthmapX
can be acced in the for loop by this line:
if str2d[0][i] == "Choice [Line Length
,! Wgt]":
whereas youcandeﬁne the typeof result that shall be
used by the corresponding string. Two other options
are out-commented.
The depthmapX Grasshopper component re-
turns a function, which is used to communicate with
in from the Python script:
results = fkt(lines, rad_list,
,! do_choice)
This function is used in the loop of the EA. This im-
plementation has the advantage that we don't need
any additional looping components in Grasshopper
which are usually diﬃcult to handle and wouldmake
the optimization process slower.
How the EA is implemented is described in the
following example. In Figure 2 on the left the ini-
tial street network is shown. The yellow marked line
serve as reference line for computing the ﬁtness val-
ues for our design variants. The objective is to max-
imize the integration value of the reference line by
placing 6 additional lines. The small red points are
the pre-deﬁned references for start and end points
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of the new lines. Figure 2 in themiddle illustrates the
Python optimization component. Its inputs are the
reference points (refPoints), the existing network (en-
vironm), the reference line (refFitLine), the number of
lines that shall be added (linesToAdd), the number of
iterations of the EA (generations), and the population
size of the EA (populatSize). The outputs of the com-
ponent are the resulting ﬁtness values for the gener-
ated variants, and the best solution that was found.
On the right side of Figure 2 an exemplary result is
shown that was found with the settings of Figure 2,
middle.
The function from the depthmapX component,
is used for the evaluation operator of the EA. Since
the code for the whole EA is toomuch for this article,
we only show the evaluate method:
def Evaluate():
rad_list = "R, -1, 10"
do_choice = 1
del childFitnessValues[:]
for i in range(len(
,! childChromosomes)):
network = copy.copy(
,! childChromosomes[i])
if environm is not None: #
,! test if there is a
,! specified environment
for k in range(len(
,! environm)):
network.append(
,! environm[k])
stringResults = fitnessFkt(
,! network, rad_list,
,! do_choice)
if isinstance(stringResults,
,! basestring):
tempFitness = ReadResults(
,! stringResults, "
,! Integration [HH]")
else:
tempFitness =
,! stringResults
#index of the reference line,
,! which shall be used for
,! fitness calculation
if refFitLine is not None:
idxRefLine = network.index
,! (refFitLine)
childFitnessValues.append(
,! tempFitness[idxRefLine
,! ])
else:
#childFitnessValues.append
,! (sum(tempFitness)) #
,! we use the sum of the
,! fitness value
childFitnessValues.append(
,! max(tempFitness)) #
,! we use maximization!
The access to the depthmapX componentworks very
similar than in our ﬁrst example. The centrality mea-
sures are used to deﬁne the ﬁtness value of a variant
in the last line:
childFitnessValues.append(max(
,! tempFitness))
Of cause it's very easy now to change this function to
use others than themax value of the Integration [HH]
measure.
CASE STUDY
The Grasshopper component as well as the Python
EA were tested in the context of a workshop at the
(excluded for review) conference. The workshop was
for both beginners and intermediate users. The idea
of the workshop was to explore spatial design vari-
ants through computational and parametric design
thinking. We used Rhino5, Grasshopper and the
Python scripting language to introduce concepts be-
hind depthmapX, Space Syntax and parametrism. By
the new Grasshopper component we ﬁrst demon-
strated the advantages of real-time analysis within
Rhino as well as the new depthmapX[net] that is the
brain behind the new component.
In a next step the participants were introduced
to the basics of EA. By providing the source code of
our Python EA implementation, we showed them the
most important parts of the code to quickly adapt it
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to their own ideas. For this purpose, a complete un-
derstanding of the EA was not necessary. Already by
basic changes in the code many possibilities to de-
ﬁne own customized ﬁtness functions result. For ex-
ample, the participants experimented with minimize
or maximize certain centrality measures and with a
combination of various objectives in a summed ﬁt-
ness function.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduced theﬁrst attemptof aGrasshoppernet-
work analysis component (reference omitted for ﬁnal
version), which allows to compute spatial measures
from the well-established analysis tool, depthmapX.
This enables real-time analysis within Rhino and the
usage of the analysis for, among others, an EA as pre-
sented here. In our tests the implemented compo-
nents run stable and can be adapted to various plan-
ning scenarios. The parametric approach and the in-
tegration into Grasshopper allows the usage of the
results of the network analysis or the EA optimiza-
tion process for other even more complex scenarios.
Current objectives of our work focus on research of
synthesis of urban structures from the street network
and the resulting street blocks, parcels and buildings
using this set of new tools.
In a next step we plan to extend the depthmapX
functions that are accessible via the Grasshopper
component. Furthermore, we intend to develop the
EA Python optimization component to provide it as a
ready-made component which can be feed with cus-
tom gens, selectors and ﬁtness functions for the rep-
resentation of individual design problems .
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